
 

EUROLITE USB Interface 2x512 DMX/Artnet incl. 64x DMX512 Control Software
USB interface for 2 DMX universes with 3 lighting control softwares

Art. No.: 51860171
GTIN: 4026397674996

List price: 831.81 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397674996

Weight: 0,27 kg

Length: 0.20 m

Width: 0.14 m

Heigth: 0.06 m

Description:

Matrix configurations 
Create all kinds of matrix configurations.  Pixel Control includes a complete and powerful patch
tool to setup DVI, DMX ArtNet, 3D matrix and LED strips. It can also create a matrix combined
with different types of fixtures and with additional type of DMX channels (not RGB).

Graphic effects & transitions on 64 universes 
Shapes your selections to play the desired effects and quickly select your transitions to animate
your show. Up to 64 universes management for 32,768 channels, 10,922 RGB pixels or
1280x1024 DVI resolution.

Synchronized show to perfection
Create a synchronized show with your own audio and video files and add marker points in the
timeline to specify essentials steps of your show.

Great visual effect quality
Integrate a large number of amazing graphic effects and visuals from a library with audio,
videos, animations, shapes, GIF and pictures to make every project unique and beautiful. Just
overlay several effects on different layer to get unlimited combination.

Easy triggers and patch setup
Play your show via simple trigger buttons. Prepare and program your show in advance and run
it through Ethernet, Midi, keyboard, USB device or DMX triggers. All types of paths are possible,
like 2D and 3D, multiple matrices, custom shapes, LED strips and high DVI resolutions.
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Features:

- LED PC Control (architectural lighting)
- DMX Control (show lighting)
- Pixel Control (pixel mapping and video mixing)
- 64 Art-Net universes with 512 channels each on Ethernet
- 32,768 individual channels or 10,922 RGB pixels
- High DVI resolution output (1024 x 768 pixels)
- Supports touch screen controls
- Can transmit up to 1024 DMX channels
- Control via DMX
- The device can be connected via USB to the PC
- For application areas such as: Clubs/dancing school; Trade fair and shop fitting; Installation;

restaurants, bars and hotels

 Package contents
- 1 x device, 1 x uSB cable

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 100-240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

 5 V DC 1 A

Power connection: Mains input via micro USB (F) mounting version
power supply cord for USB A mains connection
(provided)

DMX channels: Output 1024

DMX output: 2 x 3-pin XLR (F) mounting version

Control: DMX

USB port: USB 2.0, Typ Mini USB (F) mounting version

Color: Black

PC connect: Via USB

Dimensions: Width: 7 cm

 Depth: 9 cm

 Height: 4,5 cm

Weight: 180 g
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